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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

8-14-2019 What to Do When You Feel Uninspired at Work At The New York
Times... write It’s hot. It’s August. It’s ... time for a pumpkin spice latte? Dunkin’
and Starbucks are racing toward fall. Racing toward death being tortured by
Breast-Ovary cancer millions of women world wide are waiting for the Rx Recipe
Pink Latte Breast cancer cure and all we get from the NY Times and Starbucks is
a early pumpkin spice latte. This has to be bad writing. 
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8-13-2019 India Landlord Caste Land owner Caste, KID WHO GOT BMW FOR
HIS BIRTHDAY PUSHED IT INTO THE RIVER BECAUSE HE WANTED A
JAGUAR. 1948 Jaguar Mark IV 3.5 Litre. 
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8-14-2019 Steve Jobs daughter in her book 'Small Fry' teased him on his death
bed about letting her drive his Porsche, forever! 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Jobs'
BMW Z8 sold for $329,500. Steve Jobs saw the importance of attractive
industrial design both in things he owned and the products that he helped create.
From the blocky Macintosh to the simple iPhone, Jobs put a major on the
technology that surrounds us. Now there’s an opportunity to own one of his cars – a
Titanium silver 2000 BMW Z8 with just 15,200 miles. 

8-14-2019 First 1980 Ford WindmillCAR you should see the 2003 

8-14-2019 Steve Jobs, he was first diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in October
2003 

8-14-2019 First 1980 Ford WindmillCAR you should see the 2003 
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8-14-2019 Steve Jobs, he was first diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in October
2003, but put off surgery for nine months while searching for alternative
medicines. He finally had surgery on July 31, 2004. 1st diagnosed today, have
surgery tomorrow invention. His later breakthroughs may have seemed unlikely
after he quit one of his first jobs, designing video games for Atari, to backpack
across India and take psychedelic drugs. 

8-14-2019 What to Do When You Feel Uninspired at Work At The New York
Times... read the obituary's. Dr. John Hansen, Who Made Marrow Transplants
Safer, Dies at 76 Dr. John A. Hansen, an immunologist whose pioneering research
made bone marrow transplants safer and vastly expanded the pool of potential
donors to patients with leukemia and other blood disorders, died on July 31 at his
home in Mercer Island, Wash. He was 76. The cause was pancreatic cancer, his
wife, Suzanne Hansen, said. 

8-14-2019 What to Do When Ivanka is diagnosed with pancreatic cancer 

8-14-2019 Dr. Hansen was 76. The cause was pancreatic cancer, his wife,
Suzanne Hansen, said. 

8-14-2019 Steve Jobs died from pancreatic cancer too... $13 Trillion on the
worlds largest Carrier for the Navy. No it will not be used to fight breast-ovary
cancers. Dr. Robert A. Good, who had performed the first successful human bone
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marrow transplant. Antigens, which enable the body to distinguish its own cells
from others. He was part of the team that pioneered bone marrow transplantation,
an achievement for which its leader, Dr. E. Donnall Thomas of Hutchinson, shared
a Nobel Prize in 1990. About 1.3 million transplants of blood-forming stem cells or
bone marrow have been performed worldwide since 1990. Dr. Hansen He earned his
medical degree from Stanford University School of Medicine. Steve Jobs at
Stanford with Small Fry never visited the Medical School. 

8-14-2019 Writing Style for a crisis in the China Trade War. Writing style
Masterminding Brainstorming a new Rx Recipe cure. 56,770 people will be stricken
with pancreatic cancer — and 45,750 people will die from it in 2019. Writing Style
will only change if Ivanka is diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in 2019. 

8-14-2019 Writing Style for "The Battle for Hong Kong" Is Being Fought in
Sydney and Vancouver by 1984 types void of any Nobels in Medicine Battles. 

8-14-2019 New School Year and No New MD High Schools! New School Year
Starts Today. School is back in session and Monroe County schools today welcomed
an estimated 8,600 students back to its halls of learning throughout the island
chain. The return to school. 

8-14-2019 The King of Sweden hired 8,600 Cuban MD's to work on 1,001 Nobel's
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in Medicine Today! 

8-14-2019 Writing Style generated by this... Drive of a Lifetime. Making Contact
with Jewish Aliens in our lifetime, in 2020. ‘How I Learned to Drive’ Is Finally
Coming to Broadway. With Its Original Stars. Jews are the Ordinal Stars and
today Jews are at Sirius the North Star a Super Red Giant many many times the
size of the Sun. How does the Jew Hero Drive around the World's Oil Kings. Saudi
Arabia's King Salman bin Abdulaziz, biblical descriptions of Jerusalem as a wealthy
city before it was said to be obliterated by infuriated King Nebuchadnezzar in
586BC. Today Mecca not Jerusalem has $777 Trillion in illegal Gas Station hold up
loot all illegal at the UN. by Michael Paulson is the theater reporter. He previously
covered religion, and was part of the Boston Globe team whose coverage of clergy
sexual abuse in the Catholic Church won the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service.
Abuse of 3 billion people who drive gas engine cars. Do I win a Pulitzer Prize for
exposing the $777 Trillion dollars in illegal gas station hold up loot in Mecca today?
How did Michael Paulson miss this much money? Well the drive to Jewish Aliens
starts with the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and
Manhattan. The the Gravity Engine Car is started and driven. Saudi Arabia's King
Salman bin Abdulaziz, biblical descriptions of Jerusalem as a wealthy city before it
was said to be obliterated by infuriated King Nebuchadnezzar in 586BC. King
Charles of England owns BP Oil so this is another King to be driven around today.
King Orwell at the airport to Pink Women I am sorry, I just spent your $13
Trillion on the worlds largest Carrier for the Navy. No it will not be used to fight
breast-ovary cancers. I made decisions of a Warrior, like the King who was
infuriated and burned Jerusalem to the ground, this is what I will do to the Earth,
scorched Earth policy is the Writing Style of the Pentagon Kings, all Oil Men
today. Soul searching among the worlds Kings is for $777 Trillion dollars and a new
$13 Trillion dollar Navy Carrier. We are not Pink Kings with MD degrees, grin.
Sorry! Kings are blocking a Alien housing project in order to keep out Hasidic Jew
Aliens from Sirius. 

8-14-2019 Writing Style generated by the Mafia in Italy... Gasoline Mafia, Pope
Francis took over as the Head of this Mafia in Italy $$$. 
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8-14-2019 Writing Style generated by the Mafia at Gas Stations. Mario Cuomo’s
oldest son, Andrew, is the current governor of New York. Who owns all the gas
stations in Miami, Cuba? Writers of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR worried about
retribution from the gas station owners in Mecca... grin. Twitter, President Trump
criticized the CNN host, writing: “I thought Chris was Fredo also.” Twitter,
President Trump Bone Saw High Five to CNN. CNN Gas Stations are opening in
Times Square today! 

8-14-2019 Writing Style; Zolgensma, that has the potential to cure spinal
muscular atrophy. That was cause for hope for the hundreds of patients suffering
from it, along with their families and physicians — until its manufacturer, Novartis,
announced the treatment’s price tag: about $2.1 million per patient. 

8-14-2019 CNN Writing Style about zolgensma costing $2 million when CNN writes
about $777 Trillion in oil revenues. This is 1984 Writing Style with some Mafia
writing and nothing from Yale Key West Medical School halted by the biggest
Mafia in the World, the Bone Saw Mafia. 

8-14-2019 CNN receives a number of government incentives to develop a writing
style void of 1,001 IP invention projects with 1 Click Amazon links to their specs
with genius tutors adding their writing style. 

8-14-2019 Electricity once generated and will be generated by super conductivity,
windmills! Writing Style generated by this... 
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8-14-2019 Writing Style generated by this... NYC Kid the brother of the NY
Governor. Gasoline Mafia Pope Francis took over the Head of this Mafia. Chris
Cuomo, the CNN anchor and member of a New York political dynasty, unleashed a
spate of profanity-laced insults and threatened to throw a man down some stairs
after the man apparently called him Fredo, a reference to the “Godfather” film
trilogy, according to a video that spread across social media on Monday night.
Godfather owns all the NY Gas Stations in the next movie. “My name is Chris
Cuomo,” he says in the video. “I’m an anchor on CNN. NAVY Anchor's hold the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Navy Gas Stations make $1 Trillion profits in 2019.
Anchor this on CNN news, censored! Sunk! Heir to the family’s business gas
stations. 
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8-14-2019 Writing Style of government incentives to develop treatments for rare
and neglected diseases. Steve Jobs Pancreatic Cancer 

8-14-2019 Germany Is Heading Toward another Era of War Crime Trials in Berlin,
New Data Indicates Diesel Exhaust killed more children than Hitler's Gas. 

8-14-2019 Your Lawn in Palm Beach now your scorpion bowl, Both are a communal
experience out of George Orwell, so choose your drinking companions wisely. With
tiki cocktails, however, the reason bubbles straight to the surface: It’s to have
fun. Mai tais, zombies and fog cutters do the trick. But the scorpion bowl, group-
friendly and potent, takes tiki’s night out to boisterous levels. It is unlike anything
else. “It’s 100 percent fun,” said Julie Reiner, owner of the Brooklyn bars Clover
Club and Leyenda. Sting, you must visit your MD after the scorpion bowl drink.
“Nothing makes somebody happier than a drink that comes to you on fire with
crazy garnishes and a whole bunch of straws.” Starbucks marketing missed this
Latte with fire and whole bunch of straws for a communal experience out of the
Wedding Movie. The Lovers Latte at Starbucks. The scorpion bowl, a mix of rum,
gin and Cognac served in a large ceramic bowl, is an oversize, boozy paradigm of
excess. If the mai tai is a good Saturday night out at the bar, the scorpion bowl
is an exuberant party thrown by four Yale MD Women who have drunk the art of
the diagnosis and know the cause of your illness. Yes the Bone Saw Prince and his
King dad are mentally ill. Pope Francis gained control of the Italian Mafia. CNN
just opened another Gas Station. In Key West tiki bars float have a gas engine
and charge you to take a drive around the island of Key West at 5 mph. 
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8-14-2019 What to Do When You Feel Uninspired at Work At The New York
Times... write It’s hot. It’s August. It’s ... time for a pumpkin spice latte? Dunkin’
and Starbucks are racing toward fall. 

8-14-2019 Writing Style generated by this... Drive of a Lifetime. 

8-14-2019 Writing Style generated by this... Drive of a Lifetime. 

8-14-2019 Writing Style generated by this... Drive of a Lifetime. 

8-13-2019 What to Do When You Feel Uninspired at Work At The New York
Times Censored from writing about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and Gravity Engine
Invention Project. Pink One's. Get Inspired Leak the Who's Who of STD's.
Sexually Transmitted Infections Can’t Shake Their Stigma. We live in an era of
sex positivity — until we get positive test results. And that’s unfortunate, because
S.T.I.s are on the rise. 50 percent of sexually active people will have at least one
S.T.I. by age 25. No diagnosis, apart from breast cancer, can as reliably bring a
woman to tears as an S.T.I. Especially when it’s herpes, syphilis, HIV,
trichomoniasis or gonorrhea, genital warts. "Having an S.T.I. should have the same
stigma as having influenza, meaning none. Making people ashamed or judging them
for their choices simply means they are less likely to be screened, treated and get
the care that can prevent infections and save lives." "I don’t want that for
anyone." Dr. Jen Gunter is an obstetrician and gynecologist practicing in California.
She writes The Cycle, a column on women’s health that appears regularly in Styles.
Writing Style of Dr. Jen Gunter MD an obstetrician and gynecologist is without a
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Nobel in Medicine inspiration in her article, there is not Star Wars Utopia of no
disease let alone STD diseases. No brainstorimg on 1 Click Amazon for a Nobel in
Medicine for a Miracle Rx Recipe that burst the cell wall of gonorrhea or the virus
herpes. Pentagon is reviewing this style of writing without Utopian cures for the
plagues of London and Paris today. Pentagon can let us know Trump has Syphilis in
his brain with the MRI's. Ivanka has first diagnosed with pancreatic cancer 1st
diagnosed today, Ivanka will have surgery tomorrow. Ivanka would invent this for
millions of people in the USA, have surgery the day after your cancer was 1st
diagnosed. Steve Jobs waited 9 months. Writing Style by an obstetrician and
gynecologist OB/GYN with no Rx Recipe at hand for a women with 100's of desert
recipes and not one for a STD. How to burst the cell wall on a virus. Writing
Style. Look at the Writing Style of the Pentagon. Endless War's around the world,
every one! No Star Wars Ending with NASA talking over the Pentagon Building for
their HQ. Highlight all the 'Allahu akhbar! in every Pentagon article in the NY
Times like the Times put on their front page yesterday about the 2 Shootings.
'Allahu akhbar! Only because the Moslem God owns every gas station in Miami,
Cuba. "What to Do With All That Summer Fruit Alison Roman makes August last by
buying up all the freshest fruit and heading into the kitchen. Recipes!! Nobel in
Medicine Recipes in your Writing Style at the Times and Pentagon. Gas fueled by
her fear of impending scarcity. I can’t know World Peace!! Until I have grabbed
every last basket of berries, filled several paper bags with peaches, nectarines,
apricots, plums, apriums and plumcots, and plopped more melons than one person
should reasonably be allowed to carry on the subway into totes. I do not have to
tell you that the fruit is an obvious metaphor for the last days of summer... 1
Click Amazon has 1,001 IP invention projects how to preserve all this fruit all
winter, just as fresh as it is today. Star Wars fresh fruit. Spray it with this
secret invention the Pentagon not Putin is working on! Russian Fresh Fruit, really?
Wrapped in radiation from a Nuke Rocket failure. Or just a failure to not work on
preserving fruit. Writing Style of the Russians. While it may seem counterintuitive,
I spend more time indoors making desserts during the month of August than any
other time of year. Honestly, I can’t think of a better way to spend my time.
With 4 MD Wife's cooking up a Rx Recipe for a Nobel in Medicine. 

8-13-2019 Electricity once generated and will be generated by super conductivity,
windmills! Writing Style generated by this... 
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8-13-2019 Honestly, I can’t think of a better way to spend my time. 

8-13-2019 Honestly, I can’t think of a better way to spend my time. 

8-13-2019 This blueberry shortbread is part tart, part crumble and very easy to
pull off. 

8-13-2019 Peaches and strawberry's as fresh as the day they were picked all
year long with one Miracle Invention spray on 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors none from Russia working on Nuke
rockets that explode. Melons that never age like women MD's. 

8-13-2019 Reflect on all the Writing Style books, none were about 1,001 Nobels
in Medicine at Star Wars 
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8-13-2019 South Africa Sends the Army to Cape Town, and the City Cheers 

8-13-2019 Pentagon sends the Army to Writing Class for Invent Style Victory
without firing a shot or Nuke. Only way to win a Nuke War! 

8-13-2019 Watson was captured coming out of a soy bean field after a couple
notified police after seeing him on their Ring surveillance camera... 
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8-13-2019 The Amazon-owned smart security camera and doorbell company Ring
has made available the first of its new Stick Up Cam devices. Caught on camera
was the prison escapee who killed a women leaving the prison 5 days ago. In Key
West we would catch on camera the bike seat thief, as the KWPD does not have
any cameras to catch the bike thief. 

8-13-2019 India Landlord Caste Land owner Caste, MAN WHO GOT BMW FOR
HIS BIRTHDAY PUSHED IT INTO THE RIVER BECAUSE HE WANTED A
JAGUAR. Gifted a BMW by his parents instead of a Jaguar that he was
demanding, a youth from Haryana’s Yamunanagar on Friday pushed his new car into
a swollen river in a fit of anger, police said. The car, which retails for more than
$49,000, was a gift to Akash for his birthday two months ago. Sources told
authorities that Akash made a video of himself pushing the vehicle down the
embankment into the water and sent it to his parents. 

8-13-2019 Key West A 2-year-old girl from San Jose, California was pulled from
the bottom of a pool at a vacation rental home on Friday in Marathon and was
later pronounced dead at Fishermen’s Hospital.Detectives... arrest the 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ for not saving her life and the lives of all children who drown.
Star Wars 2 year old girls don't drown. Disney censored the scene of the Star
Wars Commanders talking about this invention. Authorities say a 20-year-old
woman has died two weeks after being struck by lightning while repairing a roof in
Florida. Palm Beach County Sheriff's officials said her medical records will be
made public for art of the Diagnosis article in the NY Times by Dr. Lisa Sanders.
WEST PALM BEACH — Investigators say a Florida mother was so upset that her
children were rezone to a new school that she threatened to shoot up the new
school just as the new academic year, and then code came by as she was feeding a
stray cat and gave her a $90 ticket. 
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8-13-2019 Bone Saw Culture the never ending war reviewed by the Pentagon;
Sydney: Man yells, 'Allahu akhbar!', kills one, wounds another. The central
business district of Sydney was put on lockdown, Tuesday afternoon, after a man
stabbed pedestrians there, 1 dead. Moslem Mental Health issue about their Bone
Saw Culture. The never ending war under review by the Pentagon. Ford
WindmillCAR to win this war was ruled out by the Pentagon. 

8-13-2019 Culture of Saudi Arabia's King Salman bin Abdulaziz, is under review by
the Pentagon. UAE, which recently announced the beginning of a troop withdrawal
from Yemen, has armed and trained an estimated 90,000 allied fighters in the
south costing $1 Trillion Pink Dollars. 

8-13-2019 Saudi Arabia's King Salman bin Abdulaziz, biblical descriptions of
Jerusalem as a wealthy city before it was said to be obliterated by infuriated King
Nebuchadnezzar in 586BC. Infuriated Jewish drivers of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR driving into Mecca and Wall Street in Manhattan and Key West,
infuriated with gas engine cars and gas stations $$$. 

8-13-2019 Norwegian Air said the plane had “indications of a technical failure of
one of the engines,” Business Insider reported. The plane, with 298 passengers
aboard, landed safely. It is believed the debris fell from one of the two engines,
Rolls-Royce Trent 1000s that have been plagued with problems, according to
Forbes. Amazon 1 Click specs of the Rolls-Royce Trent 1000s for 1,001 IP
invention project has been delayed... grin. 
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8-13-2019 Rx Recipe a turning point in the decades-long fight against the virus. 

8-13-2019 Rx Recipe a turning point in the decades-long fight against the virus. 

8-13-2019 Rx Recipe a turning point in the decades-long fight against the virus. 

8-13-2019 Amazon 1 Click needs this Rx Recipe today 

8-13-2019 A Cure for Ebola? Two New Treatments Prove Highly Effective in
Congo The therapies saved roughly 90 percent of the patients who were newly
infected, a turning point in the decades-long fight against the virus. 
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8-13-2019 Kasgmir WindmillCar's With Pens, Paper and Motorcycles, Journalists
Chronicle Kashmir Crackdown By SAMEER YASIR and JEFFREY GETTLEMAN These
NY Times Journalists are war criminals for not writing up the Kasgmir Ford
WindmillCARS. 

8-13-2019 Navy Seals Commandos’ Behavior Prompts Pentagon Review of Special
Operations Culture 

8-13-2019 Navy in Key West Docked the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR from a New
Star Wars Culture of $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Projects with Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer MD. Navy Seals Commandos’ Behavior Prompts Pentagon Review of
Manhattan Projects at Los Alamos in Times of Time being the new God particle at
CERN. 

8-13-2019 On Gun Control, 2020 Democrats Agree: No Reason to Hold Back -
Why are they holding back the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with superconductivity? 

8-13-2019 Shorter blue wavelengths bounce off the air and go off in other
directions. This is why the sky is blue — it reflects blue light. 
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8-13-2019 Culture of Depravity Navy Seals Commandos’ Behavior Prompts Pentagon
Review of Special Operations Culture. Dr. Gina MD could have been a Navy Seal
Commander and she would not have let the troops into depravity. 

8-13-2019 Coors glass beer bottles broken on every bike path in the USA now this
should be headlines about Glass not Plastic unless the NY Times said we should
make all bottles plastic not glass. Cuts and stitches from Broken Coors Glass
bottles must be in the 100's of Millions of stitches. Plastic bottles don't cut you
as bad. 100's of millions of fat tires on bike. How about plastic bike tires Shell!! 

Coors glass beer bottles broken on every bike path in the USA now this should be


